as the Eiffel Tower never was. And the Eiffel Tower would reach only
well below its middle.
Every floor would be a practical resource for future affairs of every sort.
The business of the city itself might move into it with all its multifold
minor branches. Still there would be room enough left for a mighty, con-
tinuous, never-ending industrial fair that would embrace the products
of the entire civilized world in Chicago.
Something accomplished worthy of a century of progress? The beacons
from the top would reach adjoining states: the radio from the antennae
lifting from the tower crown would be in touch with all the world.
But if not skyscraper-minded and preferring to roam instead of to be
lifted up on high. ,. then ...
Scheme Two:
A weaving characteristic of this age of steel in tension. Accept from
John Roebling his pioneer work—the message of the Brooklyn Bridge,
Build noble pylons—since the Fair commissioners seemed to like the
word 'pylon'—on the Lake Front 500 feet apart each way until enough
park, including threading waterways, have been covered to accommodate
all exhibitors on the park level and in one balcony lever surrounding the
enclosed area. This canopy to be anchored by steel cables to the outer series
of appropriate pylons. Weave, in the main and minor and intermediate
cables, a network that would support transparent fabrications such as we
have as modern glass substitutes in our day. And thus make an architec-
tural canopy more beautiful and more vast than any ever seen. The
canopy could rise five hundred feet at the pylons to fall to one hundred
and fifty feet above the park between them. The fabric should fall as a
screen at the sides to close the space against wind. The rain water, falling,
would wash the roof spaces dean or they could be flushed from the pylon
tops as fountains, the water dropping through openings at the low points
of the canopy into fountain basins, features of the system of lagoons
that would wind and thread their way through the greenery of the park
beneath the canopy.
All trees, foliage and waterways could be combined for the beholder by
moving walkways to reach the individual plots allotted to the individual
exhibitors. Little footwork. Each individual exhibitor would thus be free
to set up his own show and ballyhoo it how he pleased.
The old fair-spirit, exciting as of old—but thus made free to excite the
sophisticated modern ego once more by great spans and wondrous spinning.
Well, this type of construction with appropriate illumination and hydro-
electric effects should cost less in standardization thus extended and made
beautiful than the pettifogging, picture-making, privatistic individual
buildings of so many architects all only interfering with exhibits and
exhibitions in order to say exactly nothing. Yes, and say it in the same old
way. Tagged—only publicity tagged—as 'new'. And, at least, the great
'pylons' might remain always as lighting features of the Lake Front Park,
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